The dielectric response of pentagonal defects in multilayer graphene nano-cones has been studied by electron energy loss spectroscopy and ab initio simulations. At the cone apex, a strong modification of the dielectric response is observed below the energy of the p plasmon resonance. This is attributed to p / p* interband transitions induced by topology-specific resonant p bonding states as well as p*-s* hybridization. It is concluded that pentagonal defects strongly affect the local electronic structure in such a way that multi-walled graphene nano-cones should show great promise as field emitters.
Introduction
The local electronic structure of carbon allotropes such as graphene [1] [2] [3] and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 1,4,5 is strongly affected by topology. More specically, these materials can exhibit an increase in the local density of states (LDOS) close to the Fermi level depending on the type, number and relative positions of topological defects. [2] [3] [4] [5] Due to an apical localization of such states, graphene cones have been proposed as potentially excellent eld emitters, 2,3 as have CNTs. 4, 5 While this has yet to be conrmed experimentally for either single-layer graphene or graphene nano-cones, 6 cold eld (CF) emission has recently been demonstrated in a working device for a cone-shaped carbon lament, which exhibits properties (such as brightness, current stability and spatial coherence) clearly exceeding those of traditional tungsten CF emitters. 7 In the simplest case, a topological defect in graphene consists of a single pentagon or heptagon incorporated in the hexagonal lattice. More complex defects can be formed by combining pentagons and heptagons into defect pairs. One or more such pairs are found as the primary constituents of graphene grain boundaries 1 as well as in 'molecular junctions' that seamlessly connect CNTs of different helicity. 5 A direct consequence of incorporating pentagons in graphene is the reduction of the planar symmetry, resulting thus in positive curvature.
1 As a function of the number of pentagonal defects (P), this induced curvature leads to distinct three-dimensional nano-shapes such as cones (P ¼ 1-5), 2, 3, 6 fullerenes (P ¼ 12) 8 and caps (P ¼ 6) at the ends of CNTs. 5 (By extension, the P ¼ 0 case is oen thought of as a cone without any curvature, i.e. a disc.) Fig. 1 illustrates the geometric 'construction' of a cone with one pentagon at its apex ( Fig. 1(a) ) by removing a 60 wedge from the honeycomb lattice ( Fig. 1(b) ) and 'sewing' the remaining edges back together ( Fig. 1(a) ). By repeating this process for each new pentagon a disclination of TD ¼ P Â 60 is formed.
6
While CNTs 5 and fullerenes 8 have been extensively studied in the literature, conical carbon shapes have received signicantly less exposure, possibly due to their relative rarity. In 1997, Krishnan et al. 6 were the rst to observe graphene nano-cones with all ve possible disclination angles. These cones are isolated, hollow and multi-walled carbon nanostructures, where the cone topology (P ¼ 1-5) is given by the corresponding characteristic apex angle (112. 9 , 84.2 , 60.0 , 38.9 and 19.2 ).
These discrete apex angles are predicted analytically by applying Euler's formula to the six-fold symmetry of graphene and the cone geometry is therefore directly and exactly linked to the number of pentagonal defects present at their apex. Topology-induced changes in the electron structure of nanostructures can be observed indirectly by monitoring their response to an external electromagnetic eld. This interaction is described by the complex dielectric function, 3 ¼ 3 1 + i3 2 , as a function of energy loss, E, and momentum transfer, ħq.
9 Local maxima of the imaginary component, 3 2 , can be attributed to single electron interband transitions, while zero crossings of the real component, 3 1 (combined with a vanishing 3 2 ), correspond to plasmon excitations. 9 As the low loss part of an electron energy loss spectrum (EELS) is proportional to the loss function, Im(À1/3), 9 EELS in an aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) is the ideal tool for probing the dielectric response of nano-particles as it combines both high spatial and energy resolution.
In this paper we report observations of a topological modication of the electronic structure of multilayer graphene nanocones through STEM-EELS and ab initio simulations. This modication is consistent with an apical localization of low energy states, 2,3 which we suggest could make graphene nanocones highly promising eld emitters.
2,3
2 Experimental and computational section
STEM-EELS measurements and data analysis
The nano-cones studied in this work were produced by pyrolysis of crude oil with a plasma arc. 10 This pyrolysis procedure leads to the formation of a graphene cone kernel enveloped by a thick, less-ordered outer carbon layer. These 'coated' kernels are subsequently graphitized by heat treatment at 2700 C for 11 h in an inert atmosphere to form the multilayer graphene structure. 11 Note that the cone structure distinguishes itself from that of graphite in the sense that instead of a strict AB Bernal stacking, the graphene layers comprising the cones lack any well-dened stacking order.
The resulting cones are hollow three-dimensional multilayer structures closely related to graphene, whose discrete range of apex angles dictates a direct correlation between the cone geometry and the number of topological pentagonal defects present at the apex of the successive layers, as described above.
All experimental measurements were carried out on a Nion UltraSTEM100 aberration-corrected dedicated scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), equipped with a Gatan Enna electron energy loss (EEL) spectrometer. The microscope was operated at an acceleration voltage of 60 kV to minimize irradiation damage 12 and retardation losses, 13 both known sources of spectral artifacts. It has recently been shown that under similar conditions (albeit on a wedge shaped Si <110> sample), it is possible to reliably observe energy loss features down to $1.1 eV.
14 A convergence semi-angle of 30.6 mrad and a spectrometer collection semi-angle of 3.2 mrad were used, resulting in an electron probe size of 1.1Å. Spectra were acquired with a dwell time of 0.15 s and a dispersion of 0.1 eV per channel at an energy resolution of 0.3-0.4 eV. The energy resolution was measured from the full width half-maximum of the 'zero loss peak' (ZLP).
The asymmetric ZLP prole signicantly affects observed spectral intensities up to an energy loss of $6 eV. 15 Thus, prior to Gaussian tting, the ZLP contribution was estimated, and subsequently subtracted, by tting of a power law to the low energy tail of the ZLP. The errors in peak positions shown are estimated from the statistical standard deviation from a signicant number of measurements of the p and p + s plasmon peaks at equivalent positions and acquisition conditions: 18 spectra were typically used here. Note that for sufficiently thin samples, a reduction in thickness is known to increase the probability of surface mode excitation, progressively 'red-shi-ing' the observed value of the p and p + s plasmon peaks.
9,15 The effect of this was deemed to be insignicant here as all spectra were obtained from homogeneous areas of constant and comparable thickness.
DFT simulations
Regarding the ab initio methodology, the CASTEP density functional theory (DFT) code 16, 17 was used throughout all simulations. CASTEP is a pseudo-potential code that uses a plane-wave basis set to solve the Schrödinger equation. Loss and dielectric functions were modeled using the 'Optics' module of the CASTEP code, where the imaginary part of the dielectric function 3 2 is calculated within the random phase approximation (RPA) 9, 18 for (q / 0) and the real part 3 1 is found through Kramers-Kronig relationships. 9 The loss function Im(À1/3) is then given by the resulting complex dielectric function 3 ¼ 3 1 + i3 2 . In order to reect the energy resolution of the STEM-EELS spectra, all resulting loss and dielectric functions are broadened by a 0.3 eV Gaussian function. The authors note that for nanostructures this approach is not necessarily accurate in all cases as relativistic 19 and local eld effects (LFEs) 20, 21 are neglected here. Whilst acknowledging this and recognizing that further calculations might be needed for a fully quantitative comparison between simulations and experiments, the simulations presented here were found to be in good qualitative agreement with experimental results and highly useful in their interpretation.
In a DFT code such as CASTEP, the two key parameters are the kinetic energy cut-off and the density of k-points, which sample the reciprocal space in which the code operates. Convergence tests were carried out on the standard AB stacked graphite system, 18 using a generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) for the pseudo-potential and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) correction scheme to account for inter-plane Van der Waals interactions. 22 Parameter convergence was reached when the overall system energy varied by less than 0.005 eV, leading to a kinetic energy cut-off value of 660 eV and an average k-point separation corresponding to 0.03Å À1 or better in reciprocal space.
In terms of the structures that were built and simulated, geometry optimization has a subtle effect on the structure of bulk graphite, changing the lattice parameters to a ¼ b ¼ 2.45Å and c ¼ 6.68Å, whilst leaving the system symmetry unaltered. These parameters were used for the graphite results as presented. For ABA stacked trilayer graphene, layers were separated by a 3.4Å interlayer spacing, as geometry optimization had almost no effect on the predicted spectra. In order to eliminate 'bleeding' effects from neighboring 'cells', a vacuum spacing of at least 30Å in the 'c' direction (i.e. perpendicular to the graphene planes) was used.
In the case of the cones, all modeled structures were based on previously reported apex angles 6 and pentagon arrangements.
2 For all three topologies, three 'layered' AAA stacked cones were modeled inside a 'cell' so that the structure was isolated in space by 20Å or more in each dimension, with layers separated by 3.34Å (the optimized layer separation for graphite). This size of vacuum was conrmed as sufficient by qualitatively comparing the polycrystalline loss function for model systems with different vacuum sizes. Fig. 2 shows top (a-c) and side views (d-f) of the modeled cone structures with one (a and d), two (b and e) and three (c and f) pentagons at the apex. When applying geometry optimization to the modeled cone structures, they tended to 'atten' and exhibit apex angles well below that of the ideal structures.
6 This is probably due to the limited accuracy with which cone structures could be modeled as well as to the small sizes of studied systems. Thus, geometry optimization was not used in the nal cone simulations.
The aforementioned convergence parameters were found to be adequate for modeling of the dielectric response in the CASTEP 'Optics' module. This was determined from progressive (and independently from each other) doubling of the kinetic energy cut-off and density of the k-point grid until no signicant changes were introduced in the polycrystalline graphite loss function. The term polycrystalline, as used here, refers to an average over all possible directions of momentum transferakin to probing a sample containing a signicant amount of randomly oriented crystallites. In post-processing, all loss and dielectric functions were polarized with momentum transfer along the crystallographic a/b and c axes (graphite and trilayer graphene), or along the x/y and z axes (cones). Here, in-plane loss functions of graphite and trilayer graphene were found to be identical, regardless of polarization along a or b. This is consistent with the reported electronic structure of graphite, where in-plane anisotropy vanishes at the G point (i.e. q / 0) of the Brillouin zone.
18 A similar result was found for the one and three pentagon cones where loss functions were identical for polarization along the x and y directions. Thus, it is concluded that polarization along two perpendicular (in and out-of-plane) axes of anisotropy is sufficient for describing the dielectric response of the one and three pentagon cones as well as that of trilayer graphene and graphite. However, for the two pentagon cone subtle differences were found for polarization along the x and y axes. This effect was attributed to symmetry as can be seen from Fig. 2(b) . To make for a suitable comparison to the results from other modeled structures, the in-plane dielectric response of the two pentagon cone is therefore given by averaging results polarized along the x and y directions, subsequently denoted by q||xy.
3 Results and discussion , which corresponds to a cone topology with two pentagons at the apex. The deviation from the theoretical 84.6 'Euler angle' 6 can be attributed to a combination of measurement error, relative projection 11 as well as possible imperfections in the structure. for comparison against spectra from a cone 'wing' and a at multilayer disc. This comparison is necessary to evaluate the effect of curvature as well as topology on the spectra. Here, a cone 'wing' refers to the open-ended side of a cone wall, an example of which is indicated in Fig. 3(a) . In turn, multilayer discs can be regarded as cones with zero pentagons at their apex and are found in signicant quantities in the pyrolytic powder sample. 6 Finally, in order to estimate the contribution of the zero loss peak (ZLP), a loss spectrum averaged from 4 acquisitions in vacuum, is plotted alongside the cone and disc spectra.
The spectra in Fig. 3(c) reveal that the p and p + s plasmon peaks acquired at the cone tip are 'red-shied' compared to the expected graphite plasmon response with q||a. 21 More speci-cally and aer careful tting with Gaussian functions, the p and p + s peak positions of the cone tip were determined to be 6.40 AE 0.05 eV and 27.36 AE 0.08 eV, respectively, compared to 7 eV and 28 eV for bulk graphite. 21 For the cone 'wing' (resp. for the multilayer disc), the p and p + s peaks appear at 6.78 AE 0.05 eV and 27.53 AE 0.08 eV (resp. 7.14 AE 0.05 eV and 28.5 AE 0.08 eV). The observed 'red-shi' of the p and p + s plasmon peaks appears to increase as a function of local curvature (Fig. 3(c) ), i.e. from a at disc, to the slightly curved cone 'wing', to the highly curved cone tip. Thus, this 'red-shi ' effect is likely due to an increased contribution of the q||c component of the dielectric tensor, resulting from an effective change of the sample orientation, as has been suggested for multi-walled CNTs 8 and demonstrated for graphite.
21
Apart from the energy shis of the p and p + s plasmons, the most striking feature of the cone tip spectrum is a distinct peak observed at $1.5 eV (Fig. 3(d) ). The precise position of this peak, at an energy loss of 1.52 AE 0.07 eV, was estimated by averaging Gaussian ts of a substantial number of spectra obtained from the cone tip area. This peak is only discernible up to $15 nm away towards the edge from the cone tip, in all directions, as measured by moving the electron probe by increments of 1.7 nm from the position denoted in Fig. 3(b) . Such a reasonably high degree of localization 9,15 could potentially arise from a poorer signal towards the outer layers of the structure, in combination with the presence of additional defects and amorphous carbon near the surface. Nevertheless, the appearance of this peak at the cone tip only, and the fact that no such feature was ever observed in any of the cone 'wings' or discs, strongly suggests an effect of topology. This feature was observed at the apices of cones of different apex angles. However, no clear correlation with apex angle in terms of the intensity or position of the peak could be derived from these experimental observations. This intriguing experimental observation was rationalized using ab initio simulations, as described above. Note that in Fig. 3(c) , the values and the shape of the p and p + s peaks of the cone tip spectrum (as well as those of the cone wing and disc spectra) roughly coincide with the bulk dielectric response of graphite. 21 In related structures such as carbon nanotubes 15, 24 and concentric carbon spheres 24 it has been shown that a signicant contribution of surface effects are characterized by surface loss peaks at 13-15 eV and 17-19 eV accompanied by a signicant reduction in the p + s peak intensity. As this was not observed in Fig. 3(c) , it is assumed that surface effects are negligible in the probed volume. Thus the dielectric response can be understood in terms of the bulk dielectric function Im(À1/3), rather than a surface loss function.
9
Trilayer AAA-stacked cone tip structures with up to three apex pentagons (Fig. 4(a) ) were initially considered, where the calculated loss functions are polarized with q||x or q||xy (Fig. 4(b) ) and q||z (Fig. 4(c) ), in analogy to q||a and q||c for graphite. The two and three pentagon loss functions exhibit similar shapes, both with maxima at 2.1 eV for q||x or q||xy and 0.6 eV for q||z. These loss functions are signicantly 'red-shied' and 'sharpened' compared to the one pentagon loss function, for both polarization directions (Fig. 4(b) and (c) ). Such a distinct difference can be explained by extended interactions between neighboring topological defects; this effect has been predicted when two or more pentagons are in close proximity at the cone apex. 2, 3 To realistically simulate the loss spectrum, the fact that STEM-EELS measurements sample a nite region of momentum space must be considered. This means that recorded spectral intensities are given by an average over loss events occurring for momentum transfer both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of applied momentum transfer. 9 For the two pentagon cone for which experimental data are presented in Fig. 3 , this means that any loss spectrum should include contributions from both q||xy and q||z components. Thus the maximum of the corresponding loss feature should appear at an energy between the E(q||xy) max ¼ 2.1 eV (Fig. 4(b) ) and E(q||z) max ¼ 0.6 eV (Fig. 4(c) ) peak values predicted by these calculations, which is in good qualitative agreement with the 1.5 eV feature observed experimentally ( Fig. 3(d) ). A similar peak is also predicted for three-pentagon cones (Fig. 4(b) and (c) ). While no p or p + s plasmon peaks are predicted by our calculations for cones in Fig. 4 , due in part to an effect of the size of the modeled structures and the fact that relativistic 19 and LFEs are being neglected, 20,21 the interpretation can be qualitatively extended to the entire energy range. Fig. 5 shows the calculated Im(À1/3) for AB stacked graphite and ABA stacked trilayer graphene with q||a and q||c, in good agreement with the literature. 18, 21, 25 It has been suggested that long range geometry only plays a signicant role below the p plasmon energy.
26 This is in perfect agreement with the experimental results, as the q||a loss function of graphite (Fig. 5 ) only fails to qualitatively predict the cone tip spectrum at energies lower than that of the p plasmon resonance in Fig. 3(d) . Thus the cone tip loss spectrum (Fig. 3(c) and (d)) can be represented by the calculated Im(À1/3) (Fig. 5 ) of graphite (q||a) for E $ E p and cone (q||xy) for E < E p . The predicted 6.9 eV, 27.7 eV (q||a) and 2.1 eV (q||xy) loss peaks appear again at slightly higher energies than those observed experimentally and, as previously discussed, the energy difference is likely due to the combined contribution of the q||c and q||z components and perhaps to the fact that LFEs are neglected.
20,21 Nevertheless, Marinopoulos et al. 27 showed for graphite, graphene and single-wall CNTs that while the introduction of LFEs results in signicant corrections to the RPA out-of-plane dielectric response, any such corrections are comparatively small for the in-plane response, especially at energies below 10 eV. The loss spectra at the cone tip (Fig. 3(c) and (d)) are clearly dominated by an in-plane response rather similar to that of bulk graphite 21 (the convergent beam geometry, with a collection semi-angle of several mrad, playing an important role here). Furthermore, the $1.5 eV peak is well below 10 eV. It is therefore expected that the incorporation of LFEs would not alter the presented RPA cone loss and dielectric functions to a large degree.
In order to evaluate the effect of the modeled structure thickness, the loss function of trilayer graphene is compared to that of the two pentagon cone (Fig. 5) . Even though both structures are of equal thickness (i.e. three layers), the loss probability is signicantly increased for the cone below the p peak energy. The agreement between the experimental and the modeled dielectric response for the cone is excellent however, and it is thus concluded that the increased intensity at the $1.5 eV (Fig. 3(d) ) loss peak is solely a result of local topology induced by the presence of pentagonal defects at the cone apex.
Indeed, a topologically induced $1.5 eV loss feature reects the predicted electronic structure of graphene cones, where localized states near the Fermi level result from the topological disorder created by pentagonal defects.
2,3 Fig. 6 (a) and (d) show that 3 1 is far from crossing zero for the two pentagon cone: thus, no collective modes can be assigned below the graphitic p plasmon. We can therefore condently attribute the $1.5 eV peak to a sum over single electron transitions between topologically induced valence and conduction states. This agrees well with the literature where sub-p peak features in loss spectra from fullerenes 8 and CNTs 15, 28 are attributed to p / p* interband transitions, and changes in this low energy dielectric response are assigned to a loss of degeneracy upon introducing more carbon atoms in C 60 (ref. 8) and chirality in single wall CNTs.
28
Some simple arguments can be put forward to explain why topological defects at the cone apices generate this sub-p energy feature. In pristine graphene, one p and three s electrons are associated with each carbon atom. This changes upon the incorporation of a single pentagon, as the ve carbon atoms show an 'affinity' for a sixth bonding p electron, resulting in an occupied resonant state screened by the other p electrons.
3 As previously mentioned, further interaction between resonant states is expected when two or more pentagons are in close proximity. 2, 3 In the case of the cone apex, it is suggested that coupling between s* and p* states signicantly contributes to the local electron structure at the cone apex. Fig. 6(a) and (d) show that, for the two pentagon cone, 3 1 is larger than 3 2 in both directions of ħq, similar to the q||c (Fig. 6(f) ) rather than the q||a (Fig. 6(c) ) component of the graphite dielectric function. This indicates a signicant 's character' as absorption peaks in the q||c graphite Im(À1/3) are attributed to symmetry-permitted p / s* and s / p* interband transitions. 18 The exact same trend can also be seen when comparing the dielectric function of the two pentagon cone (Fig. 6(a) and (d) ) to the dielectric function of trilayer graphene (Fig. 6(b) and (e)), indicating that the thickness of these modeled structures does not play an important role here. This increased 's character' might be related to curvature induced p*Às* hybridization where p* and s* states mix and repel each other, resulting in a red-shi of the p* and blue-shi of the s* states compared to those of a planar geometry. Upon decreasing the radius of CNTs (i.e. increasing curvature) this effect is expected to increase, 29 and as the local apical curvature is substantial in the cones, we argue that p*Às* hybridization is signicant. This is consistent with a postulated 26 coupling between p and s electrons upon reduction of the graphitic planar symmetry in carbon nanostructures. Following this argumentation, the $1.5 eV peak can be explained as a sum over p / p* interband transitions determined by topology-induced resonant p states and p*Às* hybridization at the cone apex. It should be noted that these effects are highly sensitive to any deviation from the perfect conical structure: this was indeed observed for several cones for which the graphitization process resulted in a severe reduction in conical symmetry and in turn a suppression of the $1.5 eV peak. In addition, the observation of the $1.5 eV peak up to $15 nm from the apex 'center' (Fig. 3(b) ) is attributed to the delocalized nature of the dielectric response 9,15 rather than the spatial extent of the states predicted to be highly localized for graphene cones.
2,3
These ndings have some important consequences for the application of multi-walled graphene nano-cones in eld emission technology. The eld emission properties of coneshaped carbon structures (as opposed to the crystalline graphene nano-cones) are well-known: the conical shape of the carbon generates a high eld enhancement factor at the tip, which reduces the applied voltage necessary for signicant electron emission. 7 On geometrical grounds alone, the shape of the graphene nano-cones should thus ensure a similar effect, even without taking into account the apical topological defects. Importantly, states with a large LDOS close to the Fermi level are expected to supply the majority of emitted electrons, assuming they are localized in the high eld region of the cone emitter. Here, the high eld region corresponds to the region of maximal curvature, i.e. the cone apex.
2, 3 The results and analysis presented above strongly suggest that these criteria are met for perfect multi-walled cones with a number of pentagons at the apex. The modication of the dielectric response of the cone due to the presence of these defects is in practice akin to an enhancement of the LDOS close to the Fermi level.
2,3 Hence, it is proposed that multilayer graphene nano-cones should show great promise for application as eld emitters, as do CNTs.
5 But while for the latter the eld emission properties are dependent on the diameter 5 and the relative position of pentagons near their closed extremities, 4, 5 in the case of graphene nano-cones, the number of topological defects can easily be chosen by selecting those with the required characteristic apex angle. 6 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we show evidence for a distinct modication of the dielectric response by topological defects in graphene nanocones. Specically, the presence of two pentagons at the apex of a cone (which can be directly inferred from the cone geometry) results in a characteristic absorption feature in the low-loss spectrum below the energy of the p plasmon resonance. Attributed to a sum over p / p* interband transitions, this peak is signicantly 'red-shied' and increased in intensity compared to the planar graphite system. This is explained by interacting resonant bonding p states set up by the pentagonal defects as well as p*Às* hybridization induced by the high degree of curvature at the apex. Following this, we propose graphene nano-cones as promising eld emitters, where the apical electronic structure can be controlled by selecting cones with a desired number of pentagons.
